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Why did you start Blogging?
As a child I was always the girl with my head
buried in books either writing or reading and
education is a hugely important part of my life.
Blogging to me is a fantastic creative outlet and
means of self-expression and one that brings great
fulfilment whilst allowing me to connect with an
audience of readers. My mother is my biggest
inspiration and always encouraged me to work
hard and be strong and independent as a woman
and this vision definitely comes across in my blog
content where you will also find articles on
education, empowerment and equality.

My name is Grace and I am the girl behind
"Grace With Love Blog" a new Irish lifestyle
blog mixing fashion and beauty with
educational content and opinion writing. I
grew up in the beautiful Carlow countryside
and am studying for my Bachelor of
Education in Mary Immaculate College where
I am now almost qualified as a primary school
teacher. My passions and interests are varied
ranging from reading, writing and art to
fashion, fitness, mental health awareness,
business, politics and current affairs.Grace
With Love Blog being "a blog with style and
substance" aims to portray the above ethos.

Your Best Beauty Tip
If you have a hectic schedule and are
always on the go like me my handiest goto- beauty look includes a simple pop of
colour on the lips and white liner on the
inner rim of the eye.This is very effective to
help you look refreshed, awake and put
together even if you are running low on
time. It is amazing the difference a red lip
can make, it is an instant mood-booster and
thoroughly deserving of cult beauty status!

Your Top Tan Tip
Being naturally pale I feel it is important to embrace your own complexion. I am quite unreliable
when it comes to tanning and only apply products occasionally. Convenience is definitely key
to me when it comes to tanning! I love products that can be applied in a flash and are not too
ambitious to upkeep and maintain. Also, never underestimate the importance of using a mitt to
ensure a streak-free glow!
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